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Local ocean response to a multiphase westerly wind burst
2. Thermal

and freshwater responses

W. D. Smyth
College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences,Oregon State University, Corvallis
D. Hebert
Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, Narragansett

J. N. Mourn
College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences,Oregon State University, Corvallis

Abstract. A westerly wind burst observedin the warm pool of the western
equatorial Pacific Ocean cooledthe ocean'ssurface layer by about 0.8øC. Turbulent
entrainment at the base of this layer causedcooling but also heating due to the
reversal of the vertical temperature gradient during rain events. Consequently,the
cumulative effect of turbulent entrainment was minimized. Followingthe wind burst,
a sustainedeastward surfacecurrent contributed to high current shear and turbulent
dissipationrates at the top of the thermocline. As a result, most of the heat transfer
into the thermocline occurredafter the wind burst had ended. The cruise-averaged

turbulentflux into the thermocline
was17+ 10 W m-2, whichsuggests
that the
annual mean is only a few watts per squaremeter. The restratification of the upper

oceanin the aftermathof the wind burst is accountedfor partly (but not wholly)
by local turbulent entrainment. Despite heavy precipitation, upper ocean salinity
generallyincreasedduring the cruise. Advection appearsto have been the dominant
factor governinglocal salinity changes.

into the thermocline[GodfreyandLindstrom,1989]has
yieldedthe relativelysmallvalueof 10 W m-2, provid-

1. Introduction

ing observational support for Lukas and Lindstrom's
facetemperature(SST) evolutionin the tropicalPacific hypothesis.
A possibleexception to this scenariooccurs during
depend on accurate knowledgeof heat exchangeswith
Efforts to understand

and model interannual

sea sur-

the atmosphere.
An errorassmallas 10 W m-2 in the westerlywind bursts(WWBs), as intensesurfaceforc-

ing generatesdeep mixing. Over the courseof a typdrift by IøC in a year [Gent, 1991]. Estimatesof the ical year, several wind bursts occur and may generate
annual mean heat flux into the western tropical Pacific enough heat flux into the thermocline to make the anhave varied by amounts much greater than this, rang- nual mean value significantly nonzero. If this were the
ingfromnear0 [Gent,1991]to 70W m-2 [Reed,
1985]. case, a larger mean surfaceflux could be sustained.
During the intensiveobservationperiod(IOP) of the
Heat budget considerationssuggestthat the smaller esTropical
Ocean-Global Atmosphere-CoupledOcean Attimates are more likely to be accurate. Becausemean
mosphere
Response
Experiment(TOGA-COARE), micurrentsand lateral gradients are weak in this region, it
crostructure
measurements
designedto yield estimates
has been suggestedthat most of the heat flux input at
of the turbulent
heat flux were made in concert with
the surface must ultimately be balanced by turbulent
mixingof heat into the thermocline[Niiler andSteven- measurements of the various components of the surface
son, 1982],and the prevalenceof stablesalt stratifica- heat flux. The IOP encompassedboth a multiphase
tion above the thermocline suggeststhat this turbulent westerly wind burst and calm conditions more repreheat flux is small [Lukasand Lindstrom,1987,1991]. sentativeof the local climatology. As a result, it should
An early attempt to estimate the turbulent heat flux be possibleto sharpen estimates of the annual means of
annual mean surface heat flux can cause model SST to

both the surface flux and the flux into the thermocline.

Our purposehere is to report on observationsmade at
Copyright 1996 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 96JC02006.

a fixedpoint near the centerof the warm pool (1ø45•S,
156øE) betweenDecember20, 1992, and January 12,

0148-0227/ 96/ 96JC-02006509.00

1993. Meteorology during this interval was dominated
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by a three-phase
westerlywind burst. In a compan- uresIf and lg). During the recoveryphase,stratifica-

ionpaper[$mythet al., thisissue](hereinafter
referred tion in the upper few tens of meters increaseddramatito as SHM1),we describe
the dynamiccomponent
of cally. This layer freshenedmarkedly, despite light rainthe ocean'sresponseto the wind burst. In this pa- fall, while its temperatureincreased(and its potential
with surfacewarming.
per, we addressthe thermaland freshwater
responses.densitydecreased)in association
Our primarygoalisto evaluatethe subsurface
processes The top of the main pycnoclinewas located roughly

whichgovernthe response
of SSTandseasurface
salin- between depth z = -60 m and z = -100 m; it deep-

ity (SSS)tothesurface
forcing
associated
withthewind ened gradually during the wind burst, then ascended
burst. We presentdetailedestimates
of the turbulent and spreadupwardduringthe recoveryphase(Figure
heat flux into the thermocline and will seethat this flux l g). Strong mixing extendedto the top of the pycnis too small to be consistentwith a large annual mean ocline each night during the three phasesof the wind
surface value. We will also use estimates of the turbu- burst (Figures2a and 2b). Near-surface
turbulentki-

lent flux maderelativelynearthe surface,togetherwith netic energydissipationrates (Figure2a) respondedto
estimates of the subsurfaceradiative heat flux based on

both the wind stressand the diurnal cycle of the surface

the measurements
of Siegelet al. [1995],to construct buoyancyflux (Figure lf). However,therewereseveral
a heat budgetfor the diurnalmixedlayer. This will instances in which high dissipation rates were not di-

provideboth an additionalcheckon the accuracy
of rectly associatedwith surfaceforcing. The subsurface
the measuredfluxes and new insight into the roles of turbulence regime appeared between z = -50 m and
the subsurface heat fluxes in modulating the response z = -90 m each night during periods of strong wind.
Between January 4 and January 9, we observedpersisof SST to surface forcing...
tent,
intense turbulence at depth, despiteweak surface
We begin in section 2 by examining the depths over
which surface inputs are mixed on different timescales. forcing. In each of these cases,turbulence was driven

We will define two layer depths, one which evolvesprimarily in response to diurnal heating and a second
which respondsto surface forcing on timescalesof days
to weeks. In section3, we will describethe thermohaline
structure of the upper ocean during and after the wind
burst. In section 4, we will evaluate one-dimensional
heat budgetsfor the two layersdefinedin section2. Our
primary focuswill be the role of the turbulent heat flux,
and we will give a detailed discussionof the manner in
which that

flux is estimated

and the errors inherent

in

indirectly by the surfaceforcing, as a regimeof low gradient Richardson number was created by the shear at

the baseof the wind-drivensurfacecurrent(SHM1).

On the basisof the buoyancy
frequency
N 2 (Figure 2b), we considerthree distinctnear-surface
regions.
These are bounded at the bottom by a pycnocline,

whichwascharacterized
by valuesof N 2 near10-3s-2.
The top of the pycnocline coincidedroughly with the

densityor0= 22 kg m-3 isopycnal.In what follows,
we refer to the region above the main pycnocline as

the upperoceanlayer (UOL). In the upperpart of the
UOL wasa regimeof weakstratification,
with N 2 near
windburst,canbe ascertained
to within 10 W m-2 and 10-•s-2 or less.In this regime,N 2 exhibiteda cleardithat procedure in an appendix. We estimate that the
turbulent heat flux, averaged over the duration of the

also that the one-dimensionalbudget closesto within
that tolerance. In section 5, we evaluate the salt budget for the near-surfaceregion. We will see that the
evolution of SSS is not readily understood in terms of
one-dimensionalphysics;it appears that lateral advection is important on both short and long timescales.
Our results

are summarized

in section 6.

2. Mixing in the Near-Surface Region

urnal variation

which was associated with surface forc-

ing in the same manner as turbulent kinetic energydis-

sipationrate e. On windynights,N 2 oftenattainednegativevaluesof order-10 -6 s-2 overperiodsof several
hoursand depth rangesof severaltens of meters. We refer to this near-surfaceregion as the diurnal mixed layer

(DML). We identifyits baseasthe depthat whichthe
densityfirstexceeded
its surface
valueby 0.01kg m-a.
(The latter is a standarddefinitionfor the depthof the
layerwhichismixeddiurnally,e.g.,Mournet al. [1989].)

The wind stressrecordfor the cruise(Figurel a) feaBetween the base of the DML and the top of the
turedthreedistinctperiodsof strongwinds(Figurela, pycnoclinewas an intermediate region in which stratisolidbands,top), eachfollowed
by a periodof moderate ficationwasmoderate
(N 2 •- 10-4 s-2). Thiswasthe

wind(graybands).We referto theseintervals
collec- layer which remained in the aftermath of deepmixing
tivelyas "the"wind burst.The remainder
of the occu- on windynights.FollowingBrainerdand Gregg[1995],
pationwill be referredto asthe "recovery"
phase.Dur- we referto it asthe remnantlayer(RL). Thusthe UOL
ingthewindburst,thenear-surface
regionremained
rel- is composedof the DML plus the RL. These arbitrarily
ativelywell mixed,while coolingmarkedlyin response chosendepths correspondreasonablywell to the boundto the surfaceheat flux (Figureslb and lc). Salinity aries one would define subjectively between the three
oftendecreased
brieflyin response
to rainfall (Figures stratificationregimesdiscussed
above(Figure3a). The
ld and le) but exhibitedno clearoveralltrend,while UOL deepened by •-20 m over the courseof the wind
potentialdensityincreased
dueto surface
cooling(Fig- burst, except for shorter-period oscillationsassociated
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Figure 1. (a) Magnitudeof the hourlyaveraged
windstress.Solidbands(top) indicatethe three
phasesof the wind burst. (b) Net surfaceheat flux. (c) Temperature.(d) Hourly precipitation.
(e) Salinity.(f) Net surfacebuoyancyflux. (g) Potentialdensity.
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Figure 2. (a) Turbulentkineticenergydissipation
ratee. (b) Squared
buoyancy
frequency
N 2.
The verticaldensityderivativein N 2 hasbeencalculatedas an 8-m finite differenceaveraged
over4 m. The white regionsincluderegimesin whichN 2 < 0. Blackcontoursindicatethe
values10-6, 10-s, and 10-4. White contoursindicatethe values10-3'5 and 10-3. Wind stress
magnitudeis alsoshown(top) (seeFigurela).

with internal waves,then shallowedoverseveraldaysafter the wind burst. The DML respondsto surfaceforc-

ing on timescalesof hours. In additionto wind forcing
and the diurnal cycleof the surfacebuoyancyflux, the
depth of the DML is stronglyinfluencedby the intense
buoyancyfluxesassociated
with rain events(compare
with Figurel d and downwardspikeson Figurelf).
There is considerable arbitrariness in the selection of

a DML basedon an objective criterion. Our real goal is
to define a layer which is directly influencedby surface
forcing from above and by turbulent entrainment from
below. We can assesshow well such a layer has been
definedby comparingthe vertically averagedtempera-

communication,
1993),but theseoccurredprimarilyafter the wind burst. The estimate may be somewhat

high during the wind burst, as it doesnot includethe
coolskin.) SST exceededT•M• only duringperiodsof
surfaceheating. The maximum temperature excesswas
•0.06øC. For most of the wind burst, SST was smaller
than T•M• by 0.01-0.03øC due to the intensesurface
cooling. This may indicate the presenceof a superadi-

abaticsurfacelayer [Anisand Mourn,1992].The maximum excessof T•M• over SST, which occurredduring
rain squalls, was about 0.06øC. The root-mean-square
differencebetween SST and the averagetemperature in
the DML

was 0.018øC.

ture within the layerTI)MI•,to SST (Figure3b). (Our
estimate of SST is obtained as a weighted averageof

3. Thermohaline

Structure

profiletemperaturesbetween0.5 and 4.0 m depth (see
Owingto heavyprecipitation,saltstratification
tends
Figure 3). This estimateof SST is low for the daysof
greatestsurfaceheating, when gradientsin the upper to be strongin the upper watersof the warm pool.
that strong
few tensof centimeterswerelarge (R. Weller,personal Lukasand Lzndstrom[1991]haveobserved
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Figure 4. Components
of the squared
buoyancy
frequency
N 2 dueto thermalandhalinestrat-

ification.(a) N• = c•gOT/Oz
and(b) N• = -figOS/Oz,wherec•andfi aretheusualexpansion
coefficientsfor temperature and salinity. Solid contour values are the same as in Figure 2a.
Dashed contoursindicate unstablestratification; light gray and dark gray contoursindicate the

values-10 -6 and -10 -s, respectively.

salt stratification

should tend to insulate the sea sur-

[LukasandLindstrom,1991];the thermocline
andthe
faceagainstmixingwith the coolerwater foundin the haloclinetended to be at the samedepth.
Near the surface,thermal stratification was closely
thermocline. During our cruise,the componentof the
densitystratificationdueto salinitywasgenerallycom- correlatedwith the surfaceheat flux (Figure4a). Durparablein magnitude
to that dueto temperature
(Fig- ing the wind burst, the diurnal heatingcyclewasappar-

ure 4). However,therewasno distinct"barrierlayer" ent throughout the upper 50 m, whereasthese effects
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were confinedto the upper few meters during the re-
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turbulent heat flux calculations,including estimatesof

uncertainties,are givenin the appendix.)
coveryperiod. Intensesurfacecoolingduringthe wind the associated

burstfrequently
caused
N•, to benegative
through
most An example of large negativetemperature gradient is
of the DML. The smallest(mostnegative)valueswere the set of postsquail profiles shown in Figure 5. In
observednear the surfacein conditionsof strong surface each case, the base of the DML, as identified by the

A• = 0.01 kg m-3 criterion,lieswithin the strongly

coolingbut lightwinds(e.g.,day 359).
Salt stratification respondedto surface forcing in

mixing region near the surface. The heat flux through

•-200 W m-2 for the first
muchthe sameway as did thermalstratification(Fig- the layerwasapproximately
ure4b). Sincethe saltfluxat the surface
waspredomi- and secondprofilesshown,•-60 W m-2 for the third.

nantlypositive,
near-surface
values
ofN• weregenerally Over the duration of the wind burst, the time-averpositive as well. Stable salt stratification compensated, aged turbulent heat flux acrossthe base of the DML
(RMS)
in general, for the unstable thermal stratification men- was-11 W m-2, whilethe root-mean-square
tioned above(note the exampleon day 359), though averageof the hourlyvalueswas 79 W m-2. Strong
therewerebrief periodsin whichN 2 becameslightly upward fluxes occurred mainly during rainy periods,
as cool rainwater was mixed downward through the

negative near the surface.

Strong,
stable
saltstratification
wasubiquitous
within water column (e.g., days 356 and 359). In contrast,
and above the thermocline, both during and after the heat fluxes near the base of the UOL were always diwind burst, a consequenceof the frequent rain squalls. recteddownward(Figure 6b), with cruisemean equal

windbursteffectspersisted
An example is shown in Figure 5, which depictscool, to -18 W m-2. (Because
fresh water being mixed downward through the water to the end of the cruise at this depth in the form of
column in the aftermath of a squall. In the mixing re- enhanced shear at the top of the pycnocline,the cruise
of WWB conditions.)The RMS
gion,dissipation
ratesareof the orderof 10-6 W kg-1, meanis representative
flux at the baseof the UOL was50 W m-2. For
and overturns severalmeters in depth are visible in the average
density profiles. Below the mixing region, the dissi- comparison,the mean and RMS averageof the surface

pationrate dropsby an orderof magnitude
or more. heatflux were•-25 and 256W m-2, respectively.
As the squallpassed(Figure5a), dissipationrateswere

The one-dimensional heat budget to be employed

-• 10-7 W kg-1 or greaterthroughout
the upper50 m. here is defined using the heat equation, which we inNinety minutesafter the squall(Figure5b), dissipation tegrate in the vertical and write as
rates below 22 m had decreaseddramatically. Stable
salt stratification was the limiting factor on the penetration of surface-generatedturbulence during this pe-

pCp -•-dz
h

riod [Smythet al., 1996]. Note that the temperature wherepCpis the volumetricheat capacity,to whichwe
beneath the squall-generatedmixing region varied by
about 0.01øC between these three profiles. This is an
example of the lateral patchinessof the near-surfacehydrography which was observedthroughout the WWB.

assign
the constant
value4 x 106J K-1 m-3; h(t) is an

communication,1993). This illustratesthe fact that

cies in the values of the terms we have estimated.

most of the surface cooling was not due to rain input.
Even in rainy conditions, evaporation was the dominant surface cooling mechanism. Similar results have

term on the right-handsideof (1), if positive,represents

arbitrary, time-dependentdepth; Jh is the total surface
heat flux; and FR representsthe heat flux due to solar
radiation penetrating to depth z = -h. This flux was
(As an aside,we note that the rain temperature,esti- estimated from radiation profiles made at the time of
mated naively by extrapolating the T-S characteristics our measurementsin the COARE region by Siegel et
of the cool, fresh pools shownin Figure 5 to zero salin- al. [1995].F• is the turbulent
flux. Finally,R is the
ity, is closeto freezing. In fact, the rain was only a few residual, representingthe combinedeffect of terms not
degreescoolerthan the seawater(C. Fairall, personal containedin the one-dimensionalbudget and inaccuraEach

a contribution to the heating of the layer betweenthe

surfaceand depthh. Note that the left-handsideof (1)

beenreportedby Flamentand Sawyer[1995],although cannot be nonzero merely as a consequenceof changes
their measurementswere taken in calmer conditions,so

that evaporativecoolingwaslessintense.)
4. Thermal

(1) as an evolutionequationfor the heat contentof the

layer,
pcpføhTdz.
In (1),theleft-hand
side
responds

Evolution

As a result of the rain-influenced

in h, as would be the case, for example, if we wrote

only to actual changesof local temperature occurring
within the layer.
thermohaline

struc-

ture discussedin the previous section, the vertical temperature gradient at the base of the DML was as likely
to be negative as positive, and there was therefore relatively little net turbulent heat flux across that sur-

In our first analysisof the heat budget,h(t) will represent the base of the DML. Since the average temper-

ature of the DML differsvery little from SST (Figure
3b), we assumethat this layeris directlyforcedby the
surface. This analysisis meant to quantify the subsur-

face (Figure 6a), eventhoughhourly flux valueswere face processeswhich modulate SST evolution. Later in
sometimesas large as surfacevalues. (Details of the this section, we will display results for a secondcalcula-
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Figure 6. (a) Verticalturbulent
heatflux(solidcurve)andverticalderivative
(over8 m)
of temperature
(dottedcurve)at the baseof the DML. The gray-shaded
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net surfaceheat flux. Positive values indicate upward flux. The methods used to compute
the subsurfaceturbulent fluxesare discussed
in the appendix. No turbulent heat fluxeswere
calculatedafter the end of the wind burst, sincethe DML wasvery shallowduringmost of the

subsequent
recovery
period,resulting
in invalide data. Dark andlightbands(top)indicatethe
phases
of thewindburst,asin Figure2a. (b) SameasFigure6a,but forthebaseof theUOL.

phase2, the DML was again cooledfrom above,but
in this case,surfacecoolingwas lessintensethan that
which occurredin phase 1. Again, turbulenceacted to
mix relativelywarm water from the RL into the DML.
This mixing occurredprimarily during a singleevent
on December 24, when the DML was shallow due to
the wind burst;theseintervalscorrespond
to the three rain. During the remainderof phase2 (December25
periodsof strongwindidentifiedin Figure2a. They are and26), the turbulentflux exerteda mild coolinginfludefined as 355.0 < t < 358.0, 359.5 < t < 362.0, and ence. On December 25, a rapid coolingwas observed,
365.0 < t < 369.0,with t givenas 1992year day (see which cannot be accountedfor by mechanismsincluded
SHM1,Figure2a, andthe accompanying
discussion). in our one-dimensionalheat budget. Lateral surveysof
The net heatingof the mixedlayer(Figure7a, solid the upper ocean made at the same time as our meacurve)wasgenerallynegativeduringthe wind burst, surementsindicate that this cooling event was caused
of an oceaniccoldfront (E. Antonissen
corresponding
to a decrease
in SST and DML temper- by the passage
ature of about 0.8øC (Figure 3b). The fact that the et al., manuscriptin preparation,1996).
In the interval between phases2 and 3, periods of
net heatingandthe cumulative
surfaceflux (Figure7a,
heavy
rain broughtthe baseof the DML closeto the
dashedcurve)do not coincide
is dueto the actionof
surface,
so that in interveningsunnyperiods,a large
subsurface
heat fluxes(Figure7b). In phase1, surface
fraction
of
the incident sunlightpenetrated beyondthe
coolingwasintensedueto heavyrainfall. Coolingof
base
of
the
DML (indicatedby the negativeslopeof the
the DML wasreduced,however,by the entrainmentof
warmer water from below acrossthe base of the layer. dashedcurveon Figure 7b). Downwardmixingof rainThis entrainmentprocessoccurredmainly duringthe water is again evident from the sign of the turbulent
intensesquallactivity of December21. Followingthis flux (Figure 6a). The surfaceheat flux exertedno incamea 2-dayperiodin whichthe DML wascooledfrom fluence,on average,and the net result was a very slight
below,sothat by December24, the cumulative
effectof coolingof the DML during this interim period. In phase

tion,in whichh(t) issituatedat thebaseoftheUOL.In
eachinstance,we consider
the cumulativeheatbudget,
obtainedby integrating(1) from day 355 (the beginningof ourstation;seeFigures7 and8), in additionto
fluxesaveraged
overspecificintervalsof interest(Figure9). Wewill makereference
to phases
1, 2, and3 of

the turbulent heat flux was close to neutral. During

3 of the wind burst, the net surface flux was near zero,
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Figure 7. Accumulated(i.e., time integrated)he•t fluxesinto the D•L. (•) •et heatingr•te
of the DML (solidcurve)and surfaceheat flux (dashedcurve). (b) Turbulentheat flux (solid
curve),heat flux dueto penetratingradiation(d•hed curve),andresidual(additionalheat flux
neededto accountfor observed
heatingof the mixedlayer) (dottedcurve). All quantitiesin (1)
are computed hourly, smoothedwith a 1.25 cpd low-passfilter, then integrated in time from the
beginning of the station. Shaded curvesrepresenthourly wind stressmagnitude, daily rainfall,
and hourly averagetemperature and layer depth, • indicated on •is labels.

but significantheat was lost to penetrative radiation. erage,and a corresponding
heat lossof -•130 MJ m-2
In addition and in contrastto phases1 and 2, the tur- (or 98 W m-2 onaverage).
bulent flux was substantial and was directed downward.
Like the DML, the UOL cooledsubstantiallyduring
Owing to the strong wind and the relative absenceof the wind burst(Figure8a). Additionalcoolingoccurred
rain, the D ML becamerelativelydeepduringthis inter- early in the recoveryperiodbut wascounteredby rapid
val, so that the turbulent heat flux was dominatedby warming on January 9 and 10. The subsurfaceradiative
entrainment of cool water from the thermocline.
This
flux was weak at this depth. The turbulent flux exerted
result emphasizesthe sensitivityof the turbulent flux at a cooling effect during and after phase 3 of the wind
the DML baseto precipitation.Duringphase1, precip- burst, as wind-drivencurrentsdevelopedintenseshear
itation was heavy and the averageturbulent flux was near the base of the UOL. However, the effect of the

+10 W m-2 (Figure9c). Duringphase3, therewas

turbulent flux is insu•cient

very little precipitation and the averageturbulent flux

cooling.The resultssuggestthat mostof the coolingof

to account for the observed

was-35 W m-2 (Figure9g). The overallresultof the the UOL occurredduring the front passageof Decemwind burst was a coolingof the DML of •0.8øC, on av-

ber 25-26. The additionalcoolingeventof January6-9
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Figure 8. S•me •s Figure7, but for •ccumul•tedhe•t fluxesinto the UOL.

and the subsequentwarming also appear to be due to

the turbulent heat flux downward into the pycnocline.

lateral advection(E. Antonissenet al., manuscriptin
preparation,1996). Both of theseadvectiveeventsare

Analysis of the heat budget therefore allows us to assessthe magnitude of the turbulent flux in comparison
to that which is neededto explain the observedrestratification. Somewhat arbitrarily, we definethe restratification to have occurredduring the interval January 4-9,

associatedwith equatorward currents which aroseas a

secondaryeffectof the wind forcing(SHM1).
We completeour discussion
of thermal evolutionwith
a look at the restratification which occurred in the up-

inclusive(Figure l g), and computethe averagevalues
per •70 m duringthe recoveryperiod (Figure lg). A of the termsin (1) for that period(Figure10).
During the restratificationperiod, the water column
similar(thoughpossiblyweaker)restratification
event
was observed after the wind burst of October-November
abovethe 22 kg m-a isopycnalcooledat an average
1992 [Wijesekeraand Gregg,1996]. In eachcase,the rate of 64 W m -•. The surface heat flux was directed
wind burst was followedby a period of intense, shear- into the ocean and warmed the surface at an average

driventurbulenceat the top of the pycnocline(SHM1),

rate of 6 W m-e, whileI W m-• of this incomingheat

and it is tempting to suggestthat this mixing caused was lost to penetrative radiation. We are left with a
with the restratificathe restratification by entraining dense fluid from the coolingof 69 W m-• associated
pycnocline.(In Figure lg, note the correspondence
be- tion process.The turbulent flux, however,accountsfor
35 W m-• aptween the spreadingof isopycnalsupward from the top only34 W m-• of this;the remaining
of the pycnoclineand the regime of strong subsurface pears as a residual. These numericalvalues are sensimixing visiblein Figure 2a.) The restratificationpro- tive to the choicesof time interval and depth range. For
cessinvolved cooling of the fluid above the pycnocline comparison,we have alsocalculatedthe budgetfor the
(seeFigurelg).
which, if the hypothesisgiven aboveis correct, is due to layerabovethe 21.7kg m-a isopycnal
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Figure 9. Box diagramsshowingthe averagesizesof the terms in the heat budgetduring various
phasesof the wind burst. The top half of each representsthe DML, and the quantities listed

are the termsin equation(1). The bottomhalf of eachrepresents
the remnantlayer (RL), for

which
theheat
budget
isaslight
modification
of(1)'pCp
fnn=
• aTdz- -FRln•
+FRln2
+-FTnln•
+
F•nln2
+ R, in whichht andh2indicate
the bases
of the DML andtheUOL,respectively.
All

fluxesare in units of watts per squaremeter. (a) Legendfor left-handside(LHS). (b) Entire
westerlywind burst (WWB), days355-371inclusive.(c) Phase1, dayst= 355,358. (d) Calm
period;t= 358.0,359.5).(e) Phase2, t= 359.5,362.0.(f) Calm period,t= 362,365. (g) Phase
3, t = 365,369. (h) Calm period,t = 369,371.
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permit the use of the dissipation method for estimat-

ing Kp, we haveassumedthat the turbulentflux at the
DML base is equal to the surface flux. This would appear to be a valid assumption,sincethat equality holds
29

so well, evenwhenthe DML is deep.)

Despite heavy rainfall, there was a net input of salt to
the
DML during the wind burst which was driven pri4
marily by factors other than the vertical fluxes whose
values we have estimated here. Salinity changes on
short timescaleswere generally uncorrelated with rainfall and suggestthe passageof freshwater pools left by
previous rain events. Integrated over the period of the
wind burst, the turbulent salt flux acrossthe base of
34
the DML was equivalent to a net freshwater flux of
Figure 10. Box diagramsshowingthe heatbudgetfor
the restratificationperiod, definedas t = 369.0,374.0. 240 mm, which very nearly balancesthe excessof preBudgetsareevaluated
fromthe surface
downto (a) the cipitation over evaporation during this period. Exam35

22kgm-a isopycnal
and(b) the21.7kgm-a isopycnal.ining the cumulativesalt budgetfor the UOL (Figure
llb), we note that the turbulentflux wasweakin com-

See Figure 9a for legend.

parison to the other terms and it appears that most of
the freshwater input at the surface remained within the
UOL. The total flux over the cruise was equivalent to
a net freshwater input of 90 mm or an average input of

The resultsare similar;mixing accountsfor 31% of the
coolingassociated
with restratification.If all quantities 3.9mmday-1. Thisisclose
to Donguy's
[1987]estimate
have been estimated accurately,the residualrepresents of the annual mean excessof precipitation over evaporaverticaland/or horizontaladvection,neitherof which tion,i.e., 150cmyr-1 (= 4.1 mm day-1). Despitethe
can be estimated reliably from our data.

5. Salinity Evolution
The one-dimensionalsalt budget is defined analo-

weak vertical flux, there was a strong tendency for the
UOL to becomesaltier with time, a tendencywhich we
again ascribe to horizontal advection. During the final
week of the station, the salinity of the UOL increased
in a manner similar to the temperature. This salinity
increase

gouslywith (1), namely:

was associated

with

the restratification

event

discussedin the previous section. Only a small part
of the salinity increasecan be explained by turbulent
mixing.
not
An overall picture suggestedby theseresultsis one in
So(P- E) is the equivalentsurfacesalt flux. Sois the which fresh water input from rainfall is mixed efficiently
surfacesalinity; P and E are precipitationand evapo- through the DML and therefore has minimal effect on
rationrates,respectively.
F½ is the turbulentsalt flux. the salinity of that layer, but substantial changesin
R is the residual and representsadvective effects, as the latter are driven by horizontal advection. Most of
well as errors in our estimates of the other terms in the
the fresh water from precipitation remains within the

-

+

(2)

budget.To estimatethe turbulentsalt flux, we employ UOL (that is, not muchis mixedinto the thermocline).
the usualflux gradientformulationand assumethat the Advection occurs both on short timescales associated
turbulent diffusivity for salt is equalto that for density, with the passageof freshwaterpools and on the longer
so that

timescale of the wind burst itself.

OS

F•,- -Kpaz.

(3)

The cumulative salt budget for the DML during the

wind burst (Figure !1a) revealsthat the surfaceand
turbulent salt fluxes, averagedover the duration of the

6. Discussion

The wind burst which occurred during the COARE

IOP generated
a meanheatfluxof 67W m-2 outofthe

wind burst, as describedabove, are nearly equal. In oceansurface.During the sameperiod,SST droppedby
fact, each period of heavy rain is followedby a period 0.8øC. We have estimated the subsurface fluxes which
of 2-5 days (dependingon the magnitudeof the rain- modulate the responseof SST to surface forcing and

fall) in whichevaporationand upwardturbulentflux have seen that vertical fluxes account well, on avercombineto bring the cumulativefluxescloseto equal- age, for the observednet cooling. The radiative flux
ity. Followingeachsuchperiod, the turbulent flux de- through the baseof the DML representedan additional
creasesnearly to 0 (indicatinga smallverticalsalinity 28 W m-2 of cooling.

gradient)until the next periodof heavyrainfall.(During those few times that the DML was too shallowto

The turbulent

heat flux at the base of the DML

was

largeinstantaneously
(O(100W m-2)), but it wasdi-
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Figure 11. Accumulated
saltfluxesintothe (a) DML and(b) UOL.Solidcurves
areintegrated

salinitytrend;long-dashed
curvesare equivalentsurfaceflux;short-dashed
curvesare turbulent

flux;anddottedcurves
areresidual
(additional
saltfluxneeded
to account
forobserved
salinity
changes
in thelayer).Figure11a(top)shows
hourlyrainfall.Figures
11aandlib (bottom)
show

the correspondinglayer depth.

rected upward as often as downward due to instances 3; that is, conclusions
basedon a singlewind event are
of intensesurfacecoolingand shallowDML associated unlikely to be valid for WWBs in general.
with squallsand was thereforesmall, on average.The
The heat flux due to lateral advection,whichwe have
importance of precipitation in determiningthe role of estimated as the residual from the one-dimensional heat
turbulententrainmentin the near-surface
heat budget budget,behavedsimilarly.It waslargeinstantaneously
is well illustrated by the differencebetweenphases1 but averagedout to near zero. Preliminary estimates

and 2 of the WWB (compareFigures9c and9g). Each of lateral advectionfrom directmeasurements
(E. Antonissenet al., manuscriptin preparation,1996) agree

event involved strong winds, but phase 1 also involved
heavy rainfall while phase3 did not. The impression
one would get of the role of the turbulent flux from examination of phase I alone is very different from the
conclusiononewouldderivefrom examinationof phase

both qualitatively and quantitativelywith our residual
duringthe times whenthe residualis largest.Theseresuits suggestthat the effort to estimate the surfaceflux

to withinl0 W m-2 [Bradleyet al., 1993],averaged

SMYTH ET AL.: LOCAL RESPONSE TO A WESTERLY WIND BURST, 2

over weeks to months, was successful. Note, though,
that this conclusionis tentative, pending final evaluation of lateral fluxes, and also that it applies only to
the period of the wind burst. Accurate estimation of
the surfaceflux during low-wind conditionsmay be in-

22,$27

rent data obtained in the warm pool region. They estimated that the averageturbulent heat flux in the upper

100m was10-16 W m-2 on the equatorandwasmuch
smallerthan this awayfrom the equator. Gent [1991]

has reached a similar conclusion based upon numerical modeling studies, which showedthat for a range of
trinsicallymoredifficult[WebsterandLukas,1992].
Niiler and Stevenson[1982]estimatedthe average wind fields and turbulence parameterizations, the anturbulent

heat flux across the 28øC isotherm in the
nual mean surfaceheat flux into the warm pool (most
westernPacificto be -22 W m-2. In our data, this of whichwas balancedby vertical mixing) is between0
isothermcoincides
approximately
with the 22 kg m-3 and 20 W m -2.

isopycnal, acrosswhich the averageturbulent heat flux
was -18 W m -2. The near coincidence of these esti-

We have seenthat salinity changesare not accounted
for by vertical fluxes and therefore appear to have been
the result of advection. On short timescales, a patchy
distribution of SSS was continuously being advected
past our position by the surface current. On longer
timescales, equatorial convergencein responseto the
wind burst worked with the large-scalesalinity gradient to advect salty water from south. McPhaden et

mates should not be misinterpreted, though, since the
conditions which prevailed during our cruise are not
representative of the annual mean. On the one hand,
strong winds drove intense mixing in the UOL, thus
tending to increase the heat flux into the thermocline.
On the other hand, surfacecoolingacted to decreasethe
vertical temperature gradient, thus tending to decrease al. [1992]observedsimilarlystrongsalinity advection
the heat flux into the thermocline. Also, the UOL was in a wind burst which occurred late in 1989. In that
relatively deep even before the wind burst began, an- case, the near-surface region freshened,but it was eviother

factor

which

favors a weak turbulent

heat

flux

into the thermocline. Nontheless, it seemslikely that
the first factor was prevalent and that our estimate is
therefore best regarded as an upper bound on the climatologicalmean. During the first leg of the COARE IOP,
conditionswere more typical and the averageturbulent
heat flux at the top of the thermocline was negligible

dent that meridionalcurrents(not precipitation)were
responsiblefor the salinity change. In our case, salinity decreasedto the north due to increasedprecipita-

tion in the IntertropicalConvergence
Zone(A. Huyeret
al., Thermohaline structure of the upper ocean in the
COARE intensive flux array. November 1992 to February 1993: an overview, manuscript submitted to Jour-

Wijesekeraand Gregg[1996].

nal of Geophysical
Research,1996), so it appearslikely

If we suppose that wind burst conditions typically
prevail during a total of 2 months of the year, that our

that equatorward currents associatedwith the dynamic

value-18 W m-2 for the heat flux at the top of the

into the COARE region during our cruise.

thermocline is representative of wind burst conditions,
and that the heat flux is 0 during the rest of the year

response
to the wind burst (SHM1) fiuxedsaltierwater
The

restratification

of the UOL

which

occurred

in

the aftermath of the wind burst is a crucial aspect of
(aswasthe caseduringleg 1), we canthen estimatethe the oceanic response. This event affected the temperannual mean heat flux at the top of the thermocline as ature and salinity of the sea surface and altered the
-3 W m-2. Assuming
Gaussian
statisticsandan error responseto future surface forcing. Restratification was
of 10 W m-2 for a 3-weekaverage(seeappendix),we also closely associated with the phytoplankton bloom
obtain an error estimate of 2.5 W m -2 for the annual whichwasobservedfollowingthe wind burst [Siegelet
mean. If this scenario is valid, then it is unlikely that
al., 1995];entrainmentof nutrientsfrom the thermomixing into the thermocline could remove more than cline may have triggered the bloom, and the bloom al6 W m-2, on annualaverage,
of heatinputat the sur- tered the transparency of the upper ocean such as to
face. (On the other hand, wind-drivenheat fluxesinto concentratesolar heating in the top few meters, thereby
the thermocline during boreal summer have not been enhancing stratification. Our one-dimensionalbudget
measured and may be disproportionately large owing analyseshave indicated that the observedrestratification cannot be explained by local mixing alone, and we
to the shallowness
of the UOL duringthat season.)
It thereforeappearsthat Niiler andStevensoWs
[1982] suggest that it is due in part to advective processes.
estimate of the climatologicalmean heat flux acrossthe Analysis of the lateral dependenceof the hydrography
28øC isotherm(which is the sameas the surfaceheat will be neededin order to understandthe relevant physflux averagedoverthe areaenclosedby the isotherm)is ical processes.
too large. The same conclusionapplies to other early,
large estimatesof the heat flux into the warm pool, e.g., Appendix: Uncertainty in Our
Esbensen
andKushnir[1981],30W m-:Z;Hsuing[1985], Estimates
of the Turbulent
Heat Flux

30 W m-2; Weareet al. [1981],50 W m-2; andReed
[1985],70 W m-2. A smallerestimate
wasobtained
by

In this appendix, we will discussthe method via

Godfreyand Lindstrom[1989],whoappliedPacanowski which the turbulent

heat flux at the base of the DML

Our method

combines a variant

is

and Philander's[1981]parameterizations
for turbulent

estimated.

of the dis-

fluxes to 24 hours of temperature, salinity, and cur-

sipationmethod[Osborn,1980]with a residualmethod
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whichisemployed
whenthe DML isveryshallow.It will

turbulenttidal front [Gargettand Mourn,1995]. This

be seenthat the method requiresthat we choosevalues
for four undeterminedparameters. We will therefore
needto estimate not only the turbulent heat flux, but
alsothe uncertaintyin the flux estimatedueto the arbitrarinessin the choiceof parameter values.
The turbulent heat flux is expressedas

model seemsreasonablein stably stratified turbulence

tion method will be regardedas invalid. Figure Ala
showsa sample cumulative probability distribution of

log•0(N2),withN 2 givenin unitsof s-2, evaluated
at
the DML base.(Notethat N 2 is nonnegative,
sinceit

0T

FT
n=-pCpKT
O--•'

but is singularwhenN 2 is 0. As a result,we must
choose
an arbitraryminimumvaluefor N 2, denoted
as
N2min,
belowwhichestimates
furnished
by the dissipa-

(A1) is computedusingThorpe-reordereddensityprofiles.)

The thermal diffusivityKT is presumedto be equalto

The solid triangle in Figure Ala indicatesthe value

2 x 10-7s-2, whichis the estimateduncertainty
in N 2
the massdiffusivityKp, andthe latteris approximated due to measurement error. The three vertical dotted
as

e,
Kp= FN•

valuesforN2min,
whichwewill refer
(A2) linesshowpossible

to later in this appendix.
In practice, the vertical derivativeswhich appear in
in accordancewith an assumptionof production-dissithe
expression
for FT
n mustbe replaced
by differences
pationbalancein the turbulentkineticenergyequation.
taken
over
some
finite
depth
range.
Here
we take the
In the presentcalculations,
N 2 and OT/Ozare comtop
of
that
depth
range
to
be
the
base
of
the DML,
putedfrom profileswhichhavebeenThorpe-reordered
while
the
bottom
is
located
at
some
prescribed
distance
with respectto density[Thorpe,1977]. The quantity
Az
into
the
stratified
fluid
below
that
depth.
The
depth
F is called the mixing efficiencyand is usually given
the constantvalue 0.2, although estimatesrange from interval defined by Az is intended to representthe re0.1-0.4 in openoceanstudies[Mourn,1990]to 0.7 in a gion from which fluid is directly entrainedinto the DML
by turbulent processes.The appropriate value for Az
undoubtedlychangesfrom one profile to the next and is
likely to be highly dependent on surfaceforcing, intensity of the local current shear, and other physicalfac(a)
tors. However, it is difficult to define this zone, either
objectively or subjectively, from profile measurements.
0.5
Instead, we give Az a constant value, nominally 5 m.
Note that there are different problems associatedwith
choosingAz to be too small and choosingit to be too
large. Becauseof the natural intermittency of the turo
bulence at the mixing layer base, a value of Az which
-6
-5
-4
-3
-7
is too small may not include the most energeticevents
X

whichcontributeto the turbulentheatflux. (In a sense,
we are averagingin the vertical in an attempt to com-

pensatefor undersampling
in time.) On the otherhand,

(b)

v 0.5

0
0

4O

80

X

(a) Cumulativeprobabilitydistribution
functionfor the squaredbuoyancyfrequencyat the base

Figure A1.

of the D ML. The vertical density derivative is approx-

choosingAz to be too large may result in the inclusion
of nonrelevant physicsto the computation. While our
choice of the value 5 m is arbitrary, it is based both
on considerableinvestigationof individual profilesand
on results from computationsmade using a wide range
of values. Later in this appendix, we will assessthe
sensitivity of our heat flux estimate to the choiceof Az.
In this particular experiment, the D ML base frequently shallowsinto the upper few meters of the water
column due to a combination of fleshwater input at the
surfaceand intensesolar heating. Becauseour profiling
measurementsare made in the wake of the ship,they are
contaminated in the upper few meters. Therefore we do
not use the dissipation method when the DML base is
shallowerthan some minimum depth, which we denote
as hmin. The value of hmin must be chosenarbitrarily;

imatedby a finite difference
takenovera 5-m depth
intervalwhoseupperpoint is the baseof the DML. The
threeverticaldottedlinesindicatevalues
forN2min
used
in the erroranalysis.Trianglerepresents
the estimated
uncertainty
in N 2. (b) Cumulativeprobabilitydistribution for h, the depth of the DML. Triangledenotes a reasonable choice is hmin: 10 m. The three dotted
h = 4 m, the minimumvalueallowedin our calcula-

vertical lines in Figure Alb denote the followingthree
in the error analysis.Both FiguresAla and Alb were possiblevalues for hmin: 7, 10, and 13 m, which we will
refer to later in this appendix. Choosinghminin this
computedusingresultsfrom individualprofiles.

tions. Vertical dotted lines indicate values of hmin used
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rangerequiresthat we rejectthe heatflux estimateobtainedvia the dissipation
methodfor between15%and
28% of the profilestakenduringthe wind burst. This
is a seriouslimitation; instancesin which h <hmin are
typicallysunnyafternoons
or heavyrain events,i.e., pe-

of "reasonable"

riods in which the heat flux acrossthe base of the DML

were used to infer uncertainties.

is expected
to be intense.Wetherefore
requirean alter-

estimates.
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The choices are as follows'

F - 0.1,0.2,0.3;Nmi
2 n -- 3 x 10-7 ,1 x 10-6, 3 x 10-6s-2,.
Az -- 3, 5, 7 m; and hmin -- 7, 10, 13 m. The turbulent

heatfluxhasbeenevaluated
foreachofthe 34 - 81 possible combinationsof parameter values, and the results
We now examine the results obtained using the nom-

2 _
, i.e., P - 0.2,Nmin
nativemethodforestimating
FT
n whenh < brain.We inal valuefor eachparameter
accomplish
this by assuming
that the one-dimensional1 x 10-6s-2, Az -- 5 m, and hmin= 10 m. The time
heatbudget(1) is satisfied
identically
andcompute
the series of the turbulent heat flux across the DML base
turbulent heat flux as a residual; that is,

-

-

+

n

Ot

.

This method should work increasinglywell as h approacheszero,sincethe main term missingfrom (A3),
namely, the lateral advection term, is proportional to
h. To implement this method, we first averageflux estimates obtained via the dissipationmethod into hourlong bins. Since microstructure profiles are taken every
8-10 min, we typically have six-eight flux estimates in
each I-hour bin. If four or more "good" estimates are
available for a given hour, their averageis taken as the
average flux across the DML base during that hour.
Otherwise, hourly averaged values of the surface flux,

is displayedin Figure A2. Solid circles, open circles,
and crossesindicate hourly values obtained using the
dissipationmethod, the residualmethod, and linear interpolation, respectively. For this parameter set, the
dissipationmethodwasemployedfor 69% of the hourly
estimates. The residual method was employed16% of
the time, and interpolation was usedfor the remaining
15%. In general,resultsobtainedusingthe dissipation
method and thoseobtainedasresidualsseemreasonably
consistent.An exceptionto this occurslate in day 355,
where the residual method yields an anomalouslylarge

value. This result is not unreasonable, as an intense
squall was encounteredduring this time. The rainfall
during that hour was 33 mm, the largest value measured in the experiment. Surface cooling was intense,
OT/Ot, etc., are substitutedinto (A3) to yield an esti- the DML was shallow, and it is therefore not surprising
mate for the turbulent
flux. Note that this will tend to
that the heat flux acrossthe DML base was large and
bring our estimatesof the time-averagedresidualof the positive.
one-dimensionalheat budget closer to zero, since that
In estimating uncertainties due to the arbitrariness
residual is zero by construction during the portion of of the parameter values given above, we will treat F
the time when h < hminseparately from the other three parameters. This is beFinally, there are someoccasionsin which the UOL is cause the value of F is a subject of intensive current
deep enough, during a particular hour, that use of the research[e.g., Mourn and Gargett,1995] and because
dissipation method is indicated but lessthan four good the results are much more sensitiveto F than they are
estimates of the heat flux are available.
This occurred
to the other parameters. The shaded region on Figure
each day near local noon, for example, when profiling A2 indicates the range of heat flux estimatesdelivered
had to be suspendedfor about an hour due to other op- by the 3• - 27 differentcombinations
of Az, hmin,and
2
erations. In these intervals, the heat flux is estimated Nmin. The spreadin flux estimatesis often well in exvia linear interpolation in time. The longest interval cessof 100 W m-2 and tendsto be largestwhenthe
in which interpolation was necessarywas 7 hours dur- flux itself is large. Instancesof zero spread occur when
ing day 365, when the conductivity sensorsdeployedon the DML depth is < 7 m, the smallest value of hmin.
CHAMELEON
failed.
In these cases,all 27 values are derived via the residual
The method describedabove requiresthat we choose method, which is independent of the values of the four
values for the following four undetermined parameters: parameters listed. Therefore the 27 estimates are all
(1) the mixingefficiency
F, (2) the minimumof N 2 for equal. This does not mean that there is no uncertainty

whichthedissipation
methodisregarded
asvalidN2min,in the estimate of the heat flux; significanterrorsmay be
(3) the depth overwhichfinite differences
are evaluated present in the measurementsof the quantities appearAz, and (4) the depth abovewhichestimatesof e are ing on the right-handsideof (A3). However,estimation
assumedto be contaminatedby ship wake hmin.
In what follows, we will compute the time series of
turbulent heat flux acrossthe DML base using a reasonablevalue for each of these parameters. We will also
evaluate the uncertainty in the results due to the arbitrariness in the choiceof parameter values. For each of
the four parameters, we choosethree values: a nominal value which representsour "best" estimate and two
other values,one higher than the nominal value and one
lower, which are also consideredto be within the range

of these uncertainties would require an analysis of the
errors inherent in the meteorologicalmeasurementsand
is therefore beyond the scope of the present work. In
addition, the assumptionthat the one-dimensionalheat
budget balances may be invalid, particularly on short
timescales.An example of this problem occursearly in
day 365. During the secondhour of that day, the DML
base ascendedto a depth of 12.5 m. As a result, one
third of the heat flux estimates, specifically those em-

ployinghmin- 13 m, wereobtainedusing(A3). During
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Figure A2. The turbulent heat flux acrossthe DML base. Solid and open circlesand crosses
indicate hourly values obtained using the dissipation method, the residual method, and linear
interpolation, respectively.Also shownis the depth of the DML.

this time, an oceaniccoldfrontpassed
throughthe re- following this, we observea gap in the data which is
gion and the residual method has falselyattributed the
observedcoolingto the turbulent heat flux. The result
is a large negativevalue for the heat flux. Immediately
F
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,

I
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filled via interpolation, so that the effect of the anomalous value is seenfor severalhours. This problemhas
no effect on our final estimate of the heat flux but will

tend to increaseour estimateof the uncertaintydue to
arbitrariness in the value of brain,as it should.
In Figure A3, we summarize the results which are
needed to evaluate the importance of the four sources
of uncertainty listed above. FiguresA3a-A3d eachshow
three estimatesof the averageturbulent heat flux across
the DML base, taken over the duration of the wind

,";- -12
ß -16

Figure A3. Dependenceof the time-averagedturbu-

-20

I

I

lent heat flux acrossthe DML base upon the parame-

ters mixingcoe•cient (a) F, (b) Az, (c) brain,and (d)
(c)

-20

(d)

I

5

10

hmin (m)

N2min
. Threeestimates
of the average
turbulentheat
flux acrossthe DML base, taken over the duration of
the wind burst, are shown for each parameter. Each
estimate is the averageof the resultsfrom all combinations of parametervaluesin which a selectedparameter
has a certain value, the latter value being shownon the
abcissa.For example,in Figure A3a, the leftmostasterisk showsthat the turbulent heat flux, averagedoverthe
duration

15

0

le-05

Nmin
2(8-2)

of the wind burst and over all 27 combinations

of parameter
valuesin whichP = 0.1, is -2.4 W m-2.
The error bars indicate the range of these nine values.
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Figure k4. SameasFigureA2, exceptthat grayshadingindicatesthe uncertaintyin the hourly
mean.

We have assumed Gaussian statistics and used twice the standard error in the mean as

our estimate of the uncertainty.

burst. Each estimate is the average of the results from
A secondsourceof uncertaintyis due to the fact that
all combinationsof parameter valuesin which a selected we are sampling a highly intermittent quantity at a fi-

parameter has a certain value, the latter value being

niterate.Foreachhourlyestimate
ofFT
n derived
using

shown on the abcissa.

the dissipationmethod, we have averagedresultsfrom
betweenfour and eight profiles. In Figure A4, we show

The time-averagedheat flux for the nominal param-

eterset(F - 0.2, Nmin
2 -- 3 x 10-6s-2, Az - 5 m, and thetimeseries
of FT
n asin FigureA2,withtheuncerhmin-- 10m) is --11 W m-•. Thisrepresents
ourbest tainty in the hourly mean indicated by gray shading.
estimate for the averageturbulent heat flux during the
wind burst. Not surprisingly, the largest uncertainty

We have assumed Gaussian
the standard

statistics

and used twice

error in the mean as our estimate

of the

in this estimateis associated
with the choiceof F (see uncertainty. In general, this uncertainty is similar in
with the arbitrarinessof
Figure A3a). Increasingthat value by 0.1 decreases magnitudeto that associated
the
values
of
hmin,
Az,
and
•
the heatflux estimateby 8.5 W m-•. This is because
Nmin,
as m•y be seenby
increasingF tends to emphasizecontributionsto the comparing Figures B3 and B1. The effect of the finite
time-averagedheat flux from times when the dissipa- sampling
rate contributes
3 W m-2 to the uncertainty
tion method is employed. In those times, the DML is in themeanvalueof FT
n.
relatively deep and the heat flux is thereforedominated
A third sourceof uncertaintyis measurementerror.

by the downward(negative)flux into the thermocline. The primarysource
of measurement
errorisuncertainty
in valuesof the dissipationrate e, which is generally

In contrast, contributions from times when the residual
method is employedtend to be positive, sincethe DML
is shallow during those times and the near-surfaceflux
is upward, on average. Uncertainties associatedwith
the other three parameters appear to be less impor-

estimated as a factor of 2. We therefore assume that

eachhourly value of the heat flux is uncertainby an
amount comparable to the value itself. The RMS value

of theturbulentheatfluxis 80 W m-•. Assuming
that

tant; reasonable
variationsin Nmin,
2 hz, and hminlead eachhourly value is uncertainby that amount and that
to changes
in the time-averaged
heatflux of 2 W m-• the statisticsare roughlyGaussian,the resultingunceror less.
taintyin the meanisestimatedKs80 W m-2 dividedby
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the square root of the number of hours in the interval,

namely,383. The resultis an uncertaintyof 4 W m-2.

Thenetuncertainty
in themeanvalueof FT
n dueto

Flament, P., and M. Sawyer, Observations of the effect of
rain temperature on the surfaceheat flux in the Intertropical Convergence Zone, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 25, 413-419,
1995.

measurement error, undersampling, and arbitrariness Gargett, A. E., and J. N. Moum, Mixing efficienciesin tur-

in the valuesof hmin,Az, and N2min
is estimatedas

bulent

tidal

fronts:

Results

from direct

and indirect

mea-

6 W m-2. Referringto FigureA3, we note that this

surements of density flux, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 25, 25832608, 1995.
combined uncertainty is less than that due to the arbitrariness of F. This further highlights the general Gent, P. R., The heat budget of the TOGA COARE domain
in an ocean model, J. Geophys. Res., 96, 3323-3330, 1991.
problem and topical importance of assessingthe mix- Godfrey, J. S., and E. J. Lindstrom, The heat budget of the
ing efficiency of stratified turbulence in the ocean, as
Western Pacific surface mixed layer, J. Geophys. Res.,
9J, 8007-8017, 1989.
hasbeenemphasized
by Gargettand Mourn[1995]and
Hsuing,
J., Estimates of global meridional heat transport,
Mourn and Gargett[1995]. RegardingF as uncertain

J. Phys. Oceanogr., 15, 1405-1413, 1985.
Lukas, R., and E. Lindstrom, The mixed layer of the western
10 W m-2 to our estimateof the averageturbulent equatorial Pacific ocean, paper presentedat the 'Aha Huheat flux during the wind burst. Uncertainty in the
liko'a Hawaiian Winter Workshop on the Dynamics of the
meandueto the arbitrariness
of Az, hmin,andN2min Oceanic Surface Mixed Layer, Hawaii Inst. of Cleophys.,
Honolulu, 1987.
is small. Given that the surface heat flux, estimated
from meteorologicalmeasurementsand averagedover Lukas, R., and E. Lindstrom, The mixed layer of the western
equatorial Pacific ocean, J. Geophys. Res., 96, 3343-3358,

by a tolerance of 0.1, we attach a net uncertainty of

severalweeks,is only expectedto be accurateto within

1991.

10 W m-2 [Bradleyet al., 1993],we regardthis un-

McPhaden, M. J., F. Bahr, Y. du Penhoar, E. Firing, S.
certainty as acceptable in the present context. Note,
P. Hayes, P. P. Niiler, P. L. Richardson, and J.M. Toole,
The response of the western equatorial Pacific ocean to
however, that uncertainties in the heat flux averaged
westerly wind bursts during November 1989 to January
over shorter times are significantly larger. The calcula1990, J. Geophys. Res., 97, 14,289-14,303, 1992.

tions described above have been repeated with respect Moum, J. N., The quest for Kp, J. Phys. Oceanogr.,20,
to the heat flux acrossthe baseof the UOL, with nearly
1980-1984, 1990.
identical

results.

Moum, J. N., and A. E. Gargett, Mixing efficienciesin stratified fluids:
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